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+ Hardware
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+ Other interface cables

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Send Email with LOGO!

Send of all kinds of eMail-messages controlled by the LOGO!-Control

Wireless around the Schneider-PLC

Move wirelessly around the Schneider-PLC and communicate for example ONLINE in
the status



PLC coupling (data exchange between PLC’s)

Your pumping stations report the water levels of the central control via telephone
network. The central office itself can of course transmit commands/messages to the
substations as well. Therefore no dedicated line is required, it's sufficient when the
stations connect via network (DSL-router).

24V-supply from USB-port

On site at your system, in the middle of the field and no 24V supply for your e.g.
S7-LAN-module?
 Plug the USB power cable into a free USB-socket on the PC, connect the cable to e.g. the
S7-LAN-module and you have supplied the module with 24V and are immediately online
on the connected bus system.
 The adapter generates the required 24V DC from the 5V of the USB-interface. When
using one USB-port, a maximum of 2.5W is available.



Direct-mode „extended serial interface“

There is an unsupported control or data logger or converter integrated in your installation
which protocol is not supported? No problem, the signs that the PC in the office sends will
be transferred via telephone line by the Direct-mode , and on-site reproduced by the
TP/TB. The way back is identical. So in that case there's also a communication to the
electronic devices available.

Transformation of Rack/Slot in TSAP to MPI-address

Your panel or visualisationsystem addresses the used PLC with Rack/Slot in TSAP? No
problem, activate this mode in the S7-LAN and you will get actual data from the PLC.


